Reservoirs

Neutralisation of heavy metals by using lime
Free trade agreements
CAJAMARCA: Mining and water
Mining in Roumania

NATIONAL AGENCY FOR MINERAL RESOURCES
CONCESSION MAP - EXPLORATION BLOCKS

1 - PETROM
2 - ROMGAZ
3 - ROMPETROL
4 - STERLING RESOURCES
5 - ROMGAZ + WINTERSHALL
6 - TALISMAN + STERLING RESOURCES
7 - AURELIAN + EUROPA OIL & GAS + MILLENNIUM
8 - AURELIAN + EUROPA OIL & GAS + ROMGAZ + MILLENNIUM
9 - PANNONIAN ENERGY + FALCON
10 - REGAL
11 - EUROPA OIL & GAS + MND
12 - TOREADOR RESOURCES
13 - AMRO GOLD OIL
14 - GTI
15 - CENTAUR
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Mining in Skouries, Greece
More responsible projects
No more soft law

Prohibition on irresponsible investments forced by the EU, not leaving everything to CSR

Ban Cyanide: EU resolution

Restricted Free Trade Agreements

Moving towards Alternatives and responsible mining
Contact

CATAPA: www.catapa.be
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